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Vaughn’s Dojang made quite a splash at
the tenth WTSDA Championship Tournament
in Orlando Florida in July. It’s hard to pick the
highlight of the tournament, but if forced to,
I’d say it was our Crouching Tigers Demo
Team winning co-third in the creativity
competition. And it must have been one of
Master Vaughn’s proudest days when Mr.
Mark Jorgensen officially became Master
Mark Jorgensen, becoming Master Vaughn’s
first Master “son” in Tang Soo Do. There
were 27 Vaughn’s kids and teens competing
on the demo team, and including other kids
and adults who competed or judged, and
other family members, Vaughn’s had about
60-70 people at the tournament.
Mr. Ali Williams, if it’s possible, may
have been even prouder than Master
Vaughn, as the Crouching Tigers Demo
Team gave what many considered the most
spirited performance of the creativity division.
Usually, creativity demos revolve around
movie or story themes. The Crouching Tigers
took creativity performance in a new
direction, combining a new form designed by
demo team members and Vaughn’s
instructors with music and dance moves
interspersed with karate techniques and
hyung moves, impressive breaking
demonstrations and an incredible,
synchronized self-defense demo performed
simultaneously by Melissa Jaworski and
Lauren Luneau. While the Shim Sa Kwa
Nims normally look fairly serious—even
stern—there were more than a few large
grins and tapping feet in evidence on the
testing panel. Congratulations to all the
members of the demo team on a job well
done, and special thanks to Mr. Williams, Mr.
White and Mr. Francis, the primary
instructors for the demo team, and to all the
parents who helped out both with the training
and fund raising. The Crouching Tigers are
now well-established and are sure to be a
force to be reckoned with in future regional
and international competitions.

While we’d like to list every award won
at the tournament, this would be a very long
list, and no doubt, you’ve recognized our
many medal winners in your classes.
Competition was tough and we’re proud of all
our winners. Special congratulations to Mrs.
Janet Luneau are in order, as our only first
place winner, taking the gold in a tough
division with Bong Hyung E Bu. Interestingly,
while several other competitors talked about
being nervous in anticipation of their
performance, Mrs. Luneau was heard to say,
“I’m not expecting to win anything, I’m just
here to have fun, so I’m feeling pretty
relaxed.” Needless to say, she was probably
the most surprised competitor when she
turned in the best “relaxed” bong form in her
division. Congratulations to Mrs. Luneau and
all our competitors. Everyone with the heart
to compete is demonstrating true Tang Soo
Do spirit. Special thanks to Mr. White for the
extra time he spent over the last several
months working with our competitors. We
couldn’t have done it without you!
For those who couldn’t attend we’d like
to fill you in on the goings-on in the hopes
you might join us in 2006. There were nearly
2,000 competitors from around the world (I
believe we had representatives from over 20
countries). To give you some indication of the
scale of this competition, we normally have
16 rings at our Winter Tournament. . .the
Worlds had 40 rings going at once! Friday’s
event began with all uniformed competitors
lining up on the competition floor. Master
Gordon called each belt color to line up one
at a time, and you’d be surprised how quickly
the ranks were formed. Master Mujahid Kahn
of Great Britain then led group warm-up,
ending (of course) with Sae Kye Hyung Il Bu.
The creativity competition was held next,
followed by the weapons divisions. The entire
demo team and many of the Vaughn’s
parents then went to The Crab House for a
(Continued on page 4)
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Vaughn’s at the World Championship undeniable, and the drummers
(Continued from page 1)

wild group dinner. Mr. Williams brought
the demo team trophy so we could all
admire it as it made the rounds of tables.
We then retired to the pool area where
parents and instructors replenished their
electrolytes (it was hot down there!) with
various adult beverages and some great
shots for the Holiday Party slide show
were taken. Despite warning about the
next day’s competition it was hard to pull
the kids away from the pool as they swam
with their new friends from around the
world till around midnight.
Saturday’s opening ceremonies were
awesome! It began with the procession of
the flags of all the countries with Tang
Soo Do schools, with our own Master
Vaughn carrying the flag of Mozambique.
Then the Hall of Fame students and
instructors gave their acceptance
speeches, and the WTSDA Family of the
Year, our own Newman Family, was
brought up to the head table to accept
their award. Mr. Ed Newman gave a
heartwarming testimonial to how Tang
Soo Do can help draw families closer as
each family member pursues their own
personal goals through shared activity.
After a few more speeches about the
World Headquarters project and various
other Association projects, the
entertainment began.
We were treated to a traditional
Korean music and dancing demonstration.
That was followed by an incredible
performance of thunderous Taiko
Drumming, a Japanese art over two
thousand years old, which some believe
had its origins on the battlefield, used to
intimidate the enemy and to communicate
commands to the troops. Its martial feel is

accompanied an incredible display by a
large group of Tang Soo Do Masters.
There were Hyung, Hap Ki Do, and
various weapons demonstrations in an
exciting choreographed display, complete
with stage lighting, that would have been
the envy of any of the shows at Universal
Studios or the MGM parks nearby. Finally,
the moment everyone had been waiting
for had arrived. The competition!
As you might imagine, with forty rings
going at once, there was a lot going on.
But the smoothness of the operation was
simply remarkable. All ring assignments
and awards announcements were made
in both English and Spanish. Despite the
size of the endeavor, most spectators had
clear views of the rings owing to the size
of the competition hall. It was fun to watch
the international competitors getting their
awards. Most of the Mexican and Puerto
Rican competitors had flags in their gear
bags, and if they won, they would tie their
flag on like a cape and wear it for the
awards presentation as their teammates
cheered vociferously. Nobody was as
excited as the British contingent when, for
the first time in ten bi-annual world
championships, a trophy left US soil! This
time the Female Sam Dan Grand
Champion trophy went to a British
woman, and boy did the Brits enjoy that!
Kwan Chang Nim said he was delighted
to see this and hoped the trophy—and in
the future, the men’s trophy—would travel
all over the globe to highlight the true
international spirit of Tang Soo Do. While
of course we share Kwan Chang Nim’s
sentiment, we know he will forgive us a
little patriotic spirit if we try to bring that
trophy back to our shores in 2006.
After the competition ended and
email addresses were exchanged among

the new friends who had met at the
competition, many families stayed around
the Orlando area to enjoy the many parks
and attractions. The Moores, the
Stricklers, the Papps, the Collins, the
Summers, the Mentleys and probably
several other families toured the area,
while constantly bumping into families and
Masters from other dojangs at the parks.
The Stricklers and Collins even did a
morning hyung and bong practice on
Wednesday morning at a Disney hotel!
Young Daniel was worried we’d look a
little odd, but we actually attracted some
fairly interested-looking bystanders. By
the way, we won’t complain about the
dojang being hot and humid any more!
Yikes!
Whether you went to the World
Championship this year or couldn’t make
it, we hope you will give serious thought to
attending in 2006. You have two years to
plan a family vacation around this event,
and all of the Vaughn’s family that went
this year will tell you that you definitely
won’t regret it. Rumor has it that the next
championship will be held in California,
but no details are available yet. It’s
guaranteed to be an experience you won’t
soon forget!

Support Your Fellow Students...
Attend Gup Tests
Did you know that all students are expected to attend gup tests, even if they are not testing? It is an excellent way to show
your Tang Soo Do spirit, and to support your fellow students. Remember how much it means to you to have the support of other
students when you’re testing, and be sure to provide the same support to your classmates. Students who attend gup testing will
also receive a class credit for their participation.

Dragons Den
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2004 ‘Family of the Year’ for WTSDA:
Right Here at Vaughn’s Dojang
By David T. Painter, E Dan
Among the honors and accolades
awarded at the 2004 World Tang Soo Do
World Championship in Orlando, Florida,
was the naming of our very own Newman
Family as the World Tang Soo Do Family
of the Year. Mom and Dad, Robin and
Ed, and all four Newman children,
Eddie, Kelley, Mary and Bobby,
are dedicated Tang Soo Do
martial artists at the Audubon,
Valley Forge Martial Arts studio.
Bobby at eight years of age, the
youngest member of the Newman
brood, is eagerly looking forward
to achieving his Black Belt like all
of the other Newman Family
members according to Kelley.
Besides, Mary, age ten, said “It
wouldn’t be fair to leave anyone
out.” Fourteen-year-old Kelley
gives credit to her brother, twelveyear-old Eddie. “It was really
Eddie who put us all into it,” said Kelley at
the recent Malvern Parade. The whole
family agrees that Eddie provided the
spark. “When I was five-years-old I
wanted to take karate,” said Eddie in a
recent interview. “My mom said I could do
it when I was six and Mr. Francis was my
teacher at the Phoenixville YMCA. Then
my sister Kelley wanted to do it too.”
Ed, a software developer with
extensive travel requirements for his work,
recalled when he took Eddie to observe
the Tang Soo Do class at the YMCA. He
remembers seeing Mr. Strickler and his
son training together and thinking, “This is
something I could do with my kids.” But it

was Robin, who signed up Eddie and
Kelley for Tang Soo Do classes at the
YMCA while Ed was away on a business
trip. Apparently Robin is very industrious
when Ed is away on business trips. In
addition to starting the family on the path

as part of my role as a parent, but Tang
Soo Do really has become part of our life.
Part of our social life is here. The kids
have friends here and Ed and I have
friends here,” Robin said after a recent
Black Belt maintenance test at the
Audubon studio. “Having Tang
Soo Do in our family has meant
that respect and humility have not
had to be explained to our
children. They know it because
they live it and experience it
every time they come to the
dojang. The children also see
their parents modeling respect
and humility when we are here as
a family. It’s a great lesson and it
carries over to our family time,”
Robin observed.
Eddie, Kelley and Mary
agree that having the whole
family involved in Tang Soo Do
to Tang Soo Do training while Ed was
carries some other practical benefits. “We
away, she has purchased a house, a
help each other out if we have a problem
truck, and the family dog during Ed’s
or a question like just before a test,” said
travels. Indeed, Ed credits Robin for the
Mary. “Especially around testing times we
sustained energy required for the
would practice our one-steps and forms in
Newman Family’s accomplishments of
the basement, but we have to do our
Black Belt excellence. “Robin’s passion is bongs (staff training) outside in the
what has pulled us along. There is no
backyard,” Kelley added.
pressure, but she leads by example. She
The experience of receiving the
has a drive to get better and better. Tang
award in Orlando was “overwhelming” to
Soo Do is no longer an activity, it is part of
Robin and Ed, but Eddie thought it was
us,” stated Ed during preparations for the
really cool to look out and see all of the
Malvern Parade.
people in the audience showing
Robin, in true Tang Soo Do spirit was appreciation for their award. When you
modest and humble about her Tang Soo
see the Newmans at the studio or at one
Do leadership role in the family. “I see it
of the many Vaughn’s Dojang events or
activities, the Newman Family will be
happy to receive your congratulations, but
they also want all the families of Vaughn’s
Dojangs to know that they also have a
share in the honor by being a part of the
bigger family of Vaughn’s Dojangs and
the World Tang Soo Do Association.

The Importance of Self-Defense
By Kelley Newman, Cho Dan
A few months ago, I experienced why
self-defense is so important. During the
car wash for our demo team, I was
holding signs. In the process of switching
positions, I was left alone. During this
time a man came up to me and asked me
to help him find his puppy. When I
refused, he reached out to grab me. I
Dragons Den

pulled away my hand and ran.
Afterwards, everyone kept telling me I did
the right thing, but for some reason, I
wasn’t satisfied.
Then, Master Vaughn called me to
his office to talk to me. He also told me
that I did the right thing. I didn’t
understand what he meant until he

explained. He said that it’s not whether or
not you kick and punch your opponent, it’s
the fact that you got away safely without
doing anything unnecessary. One of the
main points of self-defense is always get
away first, just like what I did. After I left
his office, I finally understood why
everyone said I did the right thing.
Page 5
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Black Belt Camp
By Janet Luneau, Cho Dan Bo
I finally got the chance to attend
Black Belt Camp. I was excited because
I’ve always heard good things about it, but
I also worried whether I would be able to
make it through an hour of hyung with
Grandmaster Shin.
It turned out that the weather was
perfect, the company was excellent and
the entire experience was unforgettable.
I’d like to share a few of my most
memorable experiences from the
weekend.
One of the highlights was what
happened after the hard day’s workout.
Vaughn’s team gathered at a local
watering hole and just hung out together.
The camaraderie was uplifting. We spent
many hours sitting around laughing and
enjoying each other’s company.

Dragons Den

Another highlight of the
weekend was the selection of
seminars. We were able to
choose any four. Knife throwing,
Tai Chi, Grappling, Judo,
Stretching, Archery, Street
Fighting…….and on and on.
There was so much to choose
from that it was hard to narrow
the choices down to just four. My
only disappointment of the
weekend was the inability to
attend more.
I also enjoyed watching my
fellow classmates receive their promotion.
I’ve watched these students put forth so
much effort to earn their new belts.
Watching them receive their belt from
Master Vaughn brought a tear to my eye
and encouraged me to work hard
so I can reach that goal too.
For me, the ultimate activity of
the weekend was Grandmaster
Shin leading us in Naihanchi Cho
Dan to the beat of the drum.
Earlier doubts about making it
through the hyung were
unfounded. The room was
charged with energy for the entire
hour. I pulled energy from the

people around me. This drill took place
inside of the school gymnasium. Each
beat of the drum reverberated in the
gymnasium and each ki hap shook the
room. After our ki haps Grandmaster
Shin had to wait for the sound vibrations
to stop before he could continue.
Standing next to me were two young adult
Sam Dans from Vaughn’s. They inspired
me to be my best. I saw them putting
forth their best effort, filled with high
energy, excellent stances, great emotion
and I felt I could do that too. So, as for
me worrying about making it through the
hour of hyung, ---It wasn’t a problem, it
was my favorite part of the weekend!
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The Dojang
By Master Vaughn
“ASIDE FROM BIRTH THERE ARE
TWO TIMES IN A MAN’S LIFE THAT
ARE EQUAL, ONE IS ON THE FIELD
OF DEATH, AND THE OTHER IS WHEN
THEY ENTER THE DOJANG.”
YOSHITA KATARO

credit to the Dojang and its importance in
the student’s life.
The Dojang is unique to martial arts.
It is much more than just a training hall.
There is no accurate translation in our
language that explains what it is. Master
Noshiyama says, “The Dojang is a place
where the human spirit is polished.” I
When I first read this statement by
kind of like that explanation. I liken the
Master Kataro, from a time long
Dojang to a hospital, a place where one
forgotten, I was taken back a little. But
can find healing and comfort from the
the more I reflected on it, the more I
trials of life.
realized how profound and true it could
I have worked my whole martial art
be.
life to produce a Dojang that would meet
Everyone has heard of the stories
the expectations of my Instructor. It
about how training was in the old days. I gives me a feeling of great pride when
have been asked many times to give
the students appreciate the Dojang and
accounts on those times, and I usually
the effort put into building it. On the
try to come up with a story that can be
other hand, it grieves me when the
entertaining as well as have some lesson Dojang is not respected.
to it. There is a great lesson in this
Traditionally, it is the responsibility of
saying by this great master. It gives
every student to maintain the Dojang.

This means if you see something that
needs done, you do it. If you notice that
the towel dispenser is out of towels, you
find the paper towels, and you fill it. If
the floor needs cleaning, you get a group
together and you clean it.
This philosophy does not set well
with today’s society. Everyone has the
attitude that to do anything, you must get
paid, or get some reward. That to do
otherwise is to be a “Chump,” or a
“Sucker.” Not so in ancient times, where
the floor of the Dojang was considered
sacred.
Please do not misinterpret my
meaning here. Vaughn’s Dojang will be
maintained even if you choose not to
help. The point I would like to make is
that there is great value in having the
right attitude towards your Dojang. For
with that attitude, the Dojang then
belongs to you.

Testing Your Knowledge...
By Frank Altiere, Sam Dan
As a student of the WTSDA it is important that you read all of Grandmaster Shin’s books. These books will provide you with
extremely useful information. In an effort to continually challenge you, we have added a new section to the newsletter called
“Testing your knowledge”. We hope you enjoy this section, but more importantly we want you to learn what Grandmaster Shin has
written about.
1. Tang Soo Do is about 2000 years old?
a. true b. false
2.

Tang Soo Do can be traced to a time when Korea was divided into ____kingdoms.
a. 2 b. 3 c. 5 d. 7

3.

Which of the following is not one of the purposes of Tang Soo Do training?
a. health b. better person c. self defense d. sport

4.

“Honor Friendship” is Tang Soo Do Code number?
a. 1 b.2 c. 3 d. 4

5.

The Korean term for foot is Pahl
a. true b. false

6.

The Korean term for neck is?
a. Mok b. Chu Mok c. Moo Roop d. Pahl

7.

Soo Ki means foot technique
a. true b. false

8.

Your uniform’s belt is called a ?
a. Dee b. Do Bohk c. Dwi d. Ba Ro

9.

Students should arrive at least ____ minutes before class is scheduled to start
a. 5 b.15 c. 10 d. 30

10. Martial spirit is
a. Moo Sul b. Moo Do Chung Shin c. Moo Do

answers: 1.a

2.b 3.d 4.c 5.b 6.a 7.b 8.a 9.b 10.b
Dragons Den

d. Moo Shim
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World Tournament
By Lauren Luneau, Cho Dan
Hey guys!! This year there was a world tournament held at
the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando, Florida. It
was held on July 9-11, 2004. World tournaments are held
every other year. This year our demo team went down to
compete. They got 3rd place!!! WAY TO GO GUYS!! Many of
your other fellow classmates placed as well. They competed
in sparring, forms, and weapons. Overall Vaughn’s Dojang did
an awesome job while competing. It was such an amazing
experience to be down there competing with all of these
people from all around the world. It was just like one big
family!! Many of the masters got promoted while at the
tournament. That was an amazing thing to see. One master
got promoted to 7th Dan…that’s one below Grandmaster
Shin!!!! Well I really suggest that if you didn’t go to the
tournament, or even if you did, you go to the next one. It will
be in 2 years, it will be a great experience. And you will have
a GREAT time!!!

Dragons Den

Some of Vaughn’s Medal Winners...Pictured are:
Patrick Vu (2nd in sparring, 3rd in weapons), Chris
Summers (3rd in sparring), Tyler Yazujian (2nd in
sparring), Phi Vu (2nd in weapons, 2nd in forms),
Lisa Collins (2nd in weapons, 3rd in forms), Lauren
Luneau (2nd in forms, 2nd in sparring), Janet
Luneau (1st in weapons), Rick Mentley (3rd in
weapons)
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Tips & Tricks
Preparing for Testing
By Melissa Jaworski, Cho Dan
Hey kids! Have you been preparing for your next rank, both physically and mentally? With gup testing
held each month and our Regional Dan testing approaching on September 18th, we’d thought we’d like to
help you out by giving you a few tips to help prepare YOU for your next rank! Take a look and start training
today!
1.GO TO CLASS! GO! GO! GO!
I know, it’s summertime, and with vacations and pools and hundreds of fun things to do, it’s hard to stick with a
scheduled event! But you need to remember that with karate, you have a commitment! Showing up to class
represents maturity, responsibility and determination to attain your next belt! By attending your classes regularly,
you will be able to improve your technique, maintain consistent practice, and receive assistance or ask questions!
2.READ YOUR MANUAL!
I know, you’re thinking...boring! But reading your manual is the MOST helpful thing you could do to prepare for the
written part of your exam. Remember, for Cho Dan Bo and Dan testing, this grade is worth 50% of your total exam!
It is important to know your terminology, history, and philosophical knowledge! Highlight important facts, scribble in
the margins, bookmark or make note cards to remember the most important things! At least this way, you won’t
have to trudge through your entire manual every testing! It’s YOUR ULTIMATE STUDY GUIDE! Use it to its full
potential!
3. FORM STUDY GROUPS!
Okay, so maybe this isn’t your usual school test, but it is still a test! Find other students who are testing with you
and train with them! Set up classes to train together in or find time outside of the studio. Make study guides
together and form games and activities to help you remember information, terms, or techniques! Training with
friends is much more fun (and easier) than alone! Make this experience the best possible!
If you have any further questions on any of the tips mentioned above, please contact the Wize Guys at
wizeguys@yahoo.com! We’ll be glad to give you further tips, study suggestions, or activities to prepare you for your
next rank!

Youth Black Belt Camp
By Jenn Luneau, Cho Dan
On June 18, 19, and 20th all of the youth Cho Dan Bos and higher from
Region 8 came together to participate in a clinic of different events. While there
you can participate in such events as Judo, grappling, dynamic kicking,
tournament sparring, nunchuka form, double stick fighting, personal safety and
awareness, successful breaking, plus many more. Also, when someone tests in
April for their black belt they will receive their rank at camp on the third day.
Some people who received their black belts are Eddie
Newman, Mary Newman, and Karen Christie. Not only do
you get to try new activities, but you will also get to
meet great new people! Hope to see you all there next
year!

Thoughts on Achieving Black Belt...
Eddie Newman: "It is a great honor to be one on the many black belts in the world. I'm
comfortable to know that I am a black belt and able to defend myself."
Mary Newman: "It is a lot of fun to achieve black belt...as long as you're prepared. You
see the people you meet at tournaments and especially your friends from your studio."
Dragons Den
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Youth Black Belt Camp
June 18-20, 2004
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It Is What It Is
By Ali Williams, E Dan
Here is a simile that the rock hounds would appreciate.
Memory is like a mine. It is sometimes dark, sometimes dank. You have to sift through the flotsam
and jetsam of your thoughts to find the precious moments, much like how the ol’ time prospectors sifted
sediment to find nuggets of gold. There are veins of priceless ore that run deep and long into the earth’s
depths. Similarly the memory of one magic moment leads to another memory, and yet another, until the vein
of our experience, the lifeblood of our memories is mapped, charted and cataloged for posterity.
On July 9-11, Vaughn’s Dojang Demo Team participated in the World Tang Soo Do Tournament in
Orlando, Florida. Here are some of the precious moments I remember from that experience.
* * *
I remember… the pool. The swimming pool in the center of the Wyndham Orlando Resort. A lot of
stuff happened there, and it always started the same way.
First there would be only one or two of us, sitting on the edge of the pool, or just floating around, waiting for some of the
others. Soon enough, more would arrive in groups of three or four. We would greet each other loudly, smile, crack a joke or two
and wait for the rest to arrive. Our group would grow until you were with anywhere from twenty to twenty-five kids laughing,
splashing, jumping or just floating in a loose circle. The group would drift slowly across the pool, from end to end, just going where
the water would carry us. We would see friends from other dojangs and call out to them as well. Parents would sit off to the side,
monitoring the action. A few of the more adventurous adults like Mr. Mentley, or good ol’ Yaz, would jump in, toss the beach ball
around and splash some kids with cannonballs for good measure.
Why?
Because it was fun!
And hot… man, was it hot!
I loved that pool!
* * *
Nick, Josh and I are sitting on the edge of the pool. This is hours before anybody else on the team even arrived at the airport.
We wait anyway, watching the action around us. Nick turns to us.
“I can’t believe we’re here,” he said, smiling.
“Me too.” Josh smiled back.
The moment wasn’t created with words. It was created by the glint in their eyes.
Finally, after all that hard work, practice, blood, sweat and tears, we were here.
Together.
* * *
It is about 10:30 Friday morning, and the kids are preparing each other’s hair. Not too long from now, they will be performing
in front of thousands, and man, are they pumped.
Are they nervous?
Probably.
But they are together, and they are looking out for each other. Somehow that makes it
easier for them to deal with it.
They comb, and brush, and groom each other. They clip, and gel, and spray. They
take each other’s heads into their hands, and create lifelong bonds of trust without any
forethought or calculation. They join in laughter and they comfort tears. They are present
for each other. They turn each other into rainbows.
Did you know that hair retains memories?
* * *
We decided to practice in an empty wing of the convention center. It was way in the back, away from most of the action.
Unbeknownst to us, the Ki Kong group was holding a class nearby. So while we’re counting out the beats, stomping, kicking and
ki-hap-ing, Master Britt came out into the hallway to quiet us down. He patiently watched us practice, and when we were finished,
he asked us to keep the noise down. As he headed back towards the Ki Kong class, he threw the team a little butt-wiggle-boogie.
The kids cracked up.
* * *
Funny enough, I don’t remember much of the actual performance. Too nervous I guess. What I do remember is:
Every time they called the demo team captains to the head table, Vaughn’s team cheered like maniacs.
Watching all twenty-four of the kids, sitting together in a circle, pumping themselves up. I didn’t need to give them a pep talk.
They took care of that themselves.
(Continued on page 13)
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It Is What It Is
(Continued from page 12)

Mr. Papp and Mr. Newman looked exactly as nervous as I felt. Must be an adult thing…
Linking arms with Lindsey, the demo team captain from Eagle Valley. We both shared third place awards but I believe we
both felt like first place champions. Must be a demo captain thing…
I remember feeling relieved. It was finally over. We had done it.

* * *
“Are you Mr. Altiere’s daughter?” I asked the blonde on the cell phone.
“Yessss…” she said to the strange black man floating in the pool.
“Great.” I said. “When you’re finished on the phone, come on over. We have a lot of questions to ask.”
I pointed to where Nick, Mike, Josh, Josh and Lisa were hanging out.
“Okay.” She said, and smiled.
Maybe only Vaughn’s Dojang students would understand this. Mr. Altiere is understandably proud of his children, and he
loves to announce their achievements. Yet, in all this time, I don’t think he ever mentioned their names. I didn’t know that the
blond girl on the phone was named Elyse. I just called her “Mr. Altiere’s Daughter”.
Mr. Altiere’s Daughter eventually came over and talked to the gang, and within about ten minutes a whole new friendship
bloomed. It was almost as if they were lifelong friends.
“Hey, y’know what would be great?” I said. “Why don’t you join Tang Soo Do?”
“Noooo way!” She laughed.
We all laughed with her.
* * *
Okay, I admit it.
I felt jealous.
Is that honorable? Is that ego?
Perhaps. But it is an honest feeling.
It is what it is.
I wish it were our demo team performing for the opening ceremonies. They worked so hard, and they would have been so
good. They would have really pumped up that crowd.
It is what it is.
* * *
Back to the pool.
It was the last night of the trip. Most of us would be going home the next day. In many ways it was the end of this team.
We hung out together as long as we could.
(Continued on page 14)
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It Is What It Is
(Continued from page 13)

We met the Canadians. John, Kyle, David and the Stricklers had a huge pool noodle battle with them.
Nick, Josh and a couple of others greeted the folks from Utah. They met them on the shuttle but the day before and
convinced them to hang out at the pool on the last night.
We met the Brits. Man, were they fun! We learned what the term “the dog’s bullocks” means.
We met new friends, we greeted old ones. Mr. Altiere’s Daughter hung out for a while. Nick walked her home amid many
catcalls and whistles.
Eventually we called it a night. There is a limit to how long you can tap a vein before the cave collapses on itself.
Nick, Josh and I walked everybody home.
I went to bed exhausted.
* * *
And woke up exhausted.
Said goodbye to everybody. Now I am exhausted and depressed.
Of course the flight was delayed…
* * *
As you read this, I am on a flight to Seattle. I will be gone for a while, possibly all summer. I won’t be seeing Vaughn’s
Dojang for a few months.
I am trying to figure out what lessons I have learned from the World Tournament experience.
I have learned….
* * *
…that it doesn’t take a trophy to make one feel like a winner.
* * *
…that some friendships start surprisingly easily, as if they were always meant to be. Other friendships can die quickly, with
much acrimony. Some rifts can never be healed.
* * *
….that it’s not the flight attendant’s fault when your flight is delayed.
* * *
…that the demo team will continue, with or without me, which is good.
The true strength of any institution is defined by its ability to survive a change of guard. To loosely paraphrase Stephen King,
a million crackpots start a million crackpot religions every day. Yet a kindly Jewish carpenter from an obscure desert village
started a faith that has lasted for over two thousand years.
Heck, the originators of Tang Soo Do have been dead and gone for just about as long, yet the art still survives in us.
In fact, the art is thriving.
* * *
…that despite differences in culture, language and region of origin, we are truly a family. In many ways, bonds of friendship
can be based on our differences. How cool would it be if our world leaders could remember that?
* * *
Memories are like a mine embedded with veins of precious ore.
Memories are like the flecks of mica that glint in a fistful of sand.
Memories are like the points of starlight that glow in the purple-black void of night.
Pick a simile. Make it your own.
Hold it to your heart, and use it to help you through the lonely times.
We are warriors, taught by warriors, entrusted to carry on the memories of a martial tradition. We, in turn, pass it on to the
next generation.
Painters create worlds on canvas. Musicians create symphonies, representing living dreams. Martial artists paint memories
on the canvas of life.
It is what it is, and it doesn’t get much more beautiful than that.
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The SWAT Team
By Jason Banyai, Cho Dan
I was asked to write this article a
while ago. I kept putting it off
for one reason or another.
Truthfully, I had a very difficult
time writing this article. It’s not
because I don’t know what the
SWAT Team means to me, it is because
the SWAT Team means so much to me.
For me to isolate one specific aspect and
say that this is what it means to be a
SWAT Team member is akin to saying
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that the nose is the most important feature
of your face – it just doesn’t look right
without each and every single feature.
Whether you know or not, we are
losing the heart of the SWAT Team.
Obviously, throughout the course of our
lives, circumstances necessitate certain
changes. People move on, but the
hardest thing for me, right now, is that the
SWAT Team is a team. We are a family.
We rely on each other for so much, and

the one we have relied on the most for so
long is leaving. We are losing a big part
of our family.
Teaching is like planting a piece of
yourself in someone else. The good thing
about Tang Soo Do is that everyone is
capable of teaching – even white belts.
So, while we take a piece of our instructor
as he leaves, we each take comfort in
knowing that he is taking a piece of us
with him, as well. Ko Map Sum Ni Da.
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Summer Safety
By Ali Williams, E Dan
Summer is a wonderful, almost
magical time for children and teenagers.
The days are chock full of fun, adventure
and freedom. But as we all know, with
freedom comes big responsibility.
You see, summertime can be a
potentially dangerous time as well.
Children and teens have to face many
types of hazards to health and safety over
the course of these few sunny, happy
months. Does that mean we should forget
having fun, stay indoors and live like
hermits so that we can be safe? Heck, no!
How boring is that? The best way to keep
kids safe is to recognize the potential
hazards, and discuss some ways we can
deal with them effectively, without having to
give up any of the good parts of summer.
So gang, let’s identify some of the
safety issues we need to look at during the
summer. Ummm, let’s see… there’s:

• Swimming safety.
• Skateboarding/rollerblading/biking
safety.

• Fire safety (BBQ grills and campfires).
• Personal safety, like “staying home
alone,” or “talking to strangers.”

• General household products safety.
(Can you think of a couple of others? If
you can, write them in below!)
● ____________________
● _______________________
Okay, that’s a lot of things to think
about, and by no means is that the full list
of issues we can discuss. But it is a start.
We got our safety brains working. Good!
Now let’s think of some general safety tips.

identify a strange person by the way they
look. But, that doesn’t work all the time
because sometimes really dangerous
people look harmless. Yet most of us have
a funny little voice in our head that helps us
identify dangerous people no matter what
they look like. That voice, also known as
instinct, is a really wonderful safety signal
built into our brains. Do you ever get a
funny feeling about someone, like
something about them isn’t quite right,
even though they look and speak just fine?
Heck, we may even have known that
person for years, but one day, all of a
Tip #2 –Tell First!
sudden something doesn’t feel right? Well
Okay just say you are hanging out with my friends, trust your instinct. Get out of
that situation and away from that person
a buddy, and something happens and the
fast! Then go tell a responsible adult. Like
next thing you know, your buddy is an
McGruff the Safety Dog says: “Say NO,
unsafe situation. What should you do?
GO, and TELL!”
Well, that’s a tough question, with a tough
answer. Your first instinct might be to go
Our instincts can also help us if we
help your friend. That’s not a bad answer
think we may be in a dangerous place,
but actually the best answer is to go tell a
because sometimes they too can look
responsible adult right away. For
harmless. Whether we are at the mall, or
example if your buddy is having trouble in
around the playground, or even just outside
the pool, or they fell down a hill and broke a our houses, if we start to get a funny
bone. If you try to help, there is a good
feeling in our brain or our stomach, that is
chance you might find yourself in the same our instinct telling us that we may be in
type of danger. The last thing you want is
danger. If you learn to trust that funny
to have two drowning kids, or two sets of
feeling, like soldiers in war do, or like
broken bones and there’s not an adult
martial artists in battle do, you can help
coming to help you. Don’t try to be a
keep your friends safe and yourselves.
superhero! For most of us, finding a
responsible adult is as easy as yelling for
You know what? There are hundreds
our parents or guardians. Another way of
and hundreds of tips that we can find that
finding a responsible adult is to dial 911 or can help keep us safe. I’ve given you four,
other emergency telephone numbers.
but I bet you can find more. In fact, I’m
going to leave some space below for you to
Tip #3 – List of Emergency Numbers
write in your own Tip #5.
Speaking of emergency numbers,
Tip #5
always keep a list of them beside the
__________________________________
telephone. This is especially useful to all
__________________________________
you summertime babysitters out there.
__________________________________
Remember, not every town or community
__________________________________
has a “911” number, so make sure that you __________________________________
know exactly who to call in an emergency. __________________________________
Your list should include the police
__________________________________
department, fire department, hospital/
__________________________________
ambulance, poison control… hey can you
__________________________________
think of any other important numbers?
__________________________________
always swim with a buddy, or whenever we
go biking, we always bike with a buddy.
Summer activities are way more fun if we
have somebody to share them with (and
I’m not talking about imaginary friends
either). By using the Buddy System, not
only do we have an extra pair of eyes to
look out for us, we can help keep our
friends safe as well. Also the Buddy
System works best if we let a trusted and
responsible adult know where we are
going to be, and what time we will return
when we go out to have some summer fun.

Tip #4 – Trust your instincts

Tip #1 –The Buddy System
This is by far the most useful safety tip
because it is so easy to use. Basically it
means that whatever we do, wherever we
go, always bring a trusted buddy. That
means when we swim in the pool, we
Dragons Den

My mother and father always told me
“never talk to strangers”. To be honest I
always thought that was a strange rule
because if I never talked to strangers, how
would I meet any new friends? I think what
my parents meant was, never talk to a
certain type of stranger. How can you tell
which strangers you should talk to, or
which ones you can’t? Well, there are
many different ways. You can sometimes

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
You can ask your parents for some
hints, or go to the library, or even surf the
Internet for more answers. Just remember,
the best person that can help keep you
safe is YOU! Learn more about safety and
have fun this summer!
Tang Soo!
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients:
May

June

July

Adults
Audubon
Boyertown
Phoenixville
Pottstown

Krystle Ceccola
William Boyd
Sean Shaygan
Robert Ihlein

Jane Maher
—
Cassie Huller
Robert Ihlein

Cass Lowry
Bill Boyd
—
Robert Ihlein

Youth
Audubon
Boyertown
Phoenixville
Pottstown

Alec Thompson
Nathan Weisel
Lauren Cox
Shelby Burnley

Tony Francis
Jimmy Raby
Aaron Westerman
Chapel Renish

Mathew Simpson
Jimmy Raby
William Cox
Marcene Ameer

—

—

Allison Smith

Special Dragons

And to the following new and recently promoted Black Belts:
Cho Dan
Mr. Jason Banyai
Mrs. Jenn Banyai
Ms. Karen Christie
Mr. Carlos Guevara
Mr. Eddie Newman
Ms. Mary Newman
Mr. Ray Salas
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E Dan
Mrs. Robin Newman
Dr. Marv Unger
Mr. Phi Vu
Mr. Ali Williams

Sam Dan
Mr. John Powell
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May 15, 2004

Tell us what you think!
Tsdnewsletter@yahoo.com

Please give us feedback on any of
the following. Send an article to liven up the
material! We appreciate your input!

• Send an article or pictures
• Suggestions for newsletter content or
layout

• Comments on specific articles
• Comments on specific events
• Any future events you would like to see?
• Any events that were disappointing? Why?

Dragons Den

Want Ads!!!
• Those of you with

computer skills that will
help the dojang, please
call Master Vaughn at
the Studio! Many skills
are needed!
• Cho Dan Bos! You

should be assigned to a
committee or a Black
Belt for assistant
teaching. Please
contact Mr. Altiere if
you are not already
assigned.
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